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Play Now. What does this mean? Check the "Possible Causes" listed above. Visually inspect the
related wiring harness and connectors. Check for damaged components and look for broken,
bent, pushed out, or corroded connector's pins. How much do you know about cars? Take the
AutoCodes. Tech Notes What does this mean? The auto repair labor rates vary by location, your
vehicle's make and model, and even your engine type. When is the code detected? The mixture
ratio is too lean. The Engine Control Module ECM calculates the necessary compensation to
correct the offset between the actual and the theoretical ratios. In case the amount of the
compensation value is extremely large The actual mixture ratio is too lean. Get Access to
Factory Service Manuals. Need more help? Get the P Ford code diagnosed by a professional:
Find a repair shop in your area. Why is the Engine Light ON? Comments Help us improve
AutoCodes. Leave a comment below or tell us if the information above help you fix the code.
What are the symptoms on your vehicle for the P Ford code? Have you replaced any parts? Any
information is appreciated. Repair Importance Level: 3. Home - About AutoCodes. Posted and
Edit by AutoCodes. One of the most common trouble codes with the Ford F is the P code. This
code number references a number that is given to you when you plug your truck into a OBDII
scanner. The code is often accompanied by the P code , which has the same set of symptoms,
but is for bank one. Fuel Trim System Lean Bank 2. It also throws the code P to let you know
that it has done this. The P code on a Ford F will often be thrown if the fuel injection system is
not operating properly. Typically the code will be triggered by a lean condition in the engine. For
most people the first sign that anything is wrong at all is the service engine soon light coming
on. There are many things that can cause the P trouble code on the Ford F The most common
problem is far and away the first one listed below. Good luck figuring out what is wrong with
your F If there are any inaccuracies, or anything that you feel could improve the article, please
feel free to comment or message. Thank you. Here are the typical symptoms that something is
wrong when you have code P Mileage- may or may not suffer depending on how much the air
fuel mixture has changed. Misfire â€” If the air fuel mixture has gotten too far from factory
specs, this can cause the F to misfire. Vacuum Leaks â€” With the Ford F, the most common
cause for the P code to show is a vacuum leak. Take a look around and see if you can find the
vacuum leak. Mass Air Flow Sensor â€” The mass air flow sensor calculates the volume of air
entering the engine. If it has gone bad, the air fuel mixture will be off and the P code will show.
When the Check Engine Light comes on, either one of these codes, or both, may be found when
a code reader or scan tool is plugged into the vehicle diagnostic connector. IF the vehicle is
driven long enough, typically both codes will be set. A P lean code for bank 2 is the cylinder
bank on the LEFT driver side of the engine on Ford vehicles with a transverse-mounted V6
engine and front-wheel drive. This code is not set on four cylinder engines no bank 2.
Unmetered air can enter the engine through a vacuum leak, a dirty airflow sensor that is not
reading airflow accurately, an EGR valve is not closing and is leaking exhaust into the intake
manifold, an EGR valve that is allowing too much flow because the EGR differential pressure
sensor that monitors EGR flow is faulty and is under-reporting EGR flow. If the problem is not
enough fuel, the underling cause may be a weak fuel pump, restricted fuel filter, leaky fuel
pressure regulator or dirty fuel injectors. The MAF sensor is located in the air inlet tube just
ahead of the throttle body. The MAF sensor should be protected from outside dust and debris
by the air filter, but sometimes the air filter doesn't fit real tight inside the housing and allows
unfiltered air into the engine. Dirt can stick to the MAF sensor wire and form a coating that
slows the response of the sensor to changes in airflow. The MAF sensor can also be
contaminated by fuel vapors that back up through the intake manifold and throttle body when
the engine is shut off. The vapors can leave a waxy coating on the sensor wire. One way to
diagnose a dirty MAF sensor is to hook up a scan tool, choose the PID data menu and look at
fuel trim values while the engine is running. If the MAF sensor is dirty, the fuel trim at idle will
probably be close to normal plus or minus 3 to 5 range , but as engine speed increases up to
RPM, you will see the fuel trim value go positive 5 or higher. In many instances, the MAF sensor
can be successfully cleaned by spraying the sensor element with electronics cleaner. Do not
use any other type of cleaner as this may damage the sensor. Disconnect the air inlet tube just
ahead of the sensor, and then spray the electronics cleaner through the screen at the wire
element in the center of the little MAF sensor. Let the cleaner soak in for several minutes, then
give it another shot of cleaner. Let it sit another five minutes, then reconnect the air inlet tubing
and start the engine. If the lean codes keep coming back, the MAF sensor may have to be
replaced if the engine does not have a vacuum leak or fuel delivery problem. Another common
cause of Ford P and P lean codes is an engine vacuum leak. Vacuum leaks can occur anywhere
in the intake plumbing downstream of the throttle body throttle body gasket, intake manifold
gaskets or vacuum hose connections to the intake manifold. You can use a scan tool to
diagnose a vacuum leak. Plug in your tool, sart the engine and choose the PID data menu. Look

at the fuel trim values at idle. If there is a vacuum leak, the fuel trims will be positive probably 5
or higher. Now rev the engine to RPM. If the cause is a vacuum leak, the leak will have less
effect at higher engine speed and load, and you should see the fuel trim values drop back closer
to normal closer to zero, plus or minus 3 or 4. Ford TSB details procedures for checking fuel
trim and looking for vacuum leaks. Also the vacuum hose that connects the fuel pressure
regulator to the intake manifold can swell and leak vacuum where the hose connects to the
manifold. Ford TSB says the fix involves several steps: remove the upper manifold plenum and
replace the original gaskets and bolts with revised ones, replace the front valve cover with a
revised valve cover that reduces the amount of oil vapor sucked into the PCV system, inspect
and replace the fuel pressure regulator hose, and finally, reflash the PCM so it is less sensitive
to lean fuel conditions. Lean codes can also be set if the engine is not getting enough fuel. The
underlying cause might be a weak fuel pump, low voltage to the fuel pump which prevents the
fuel pump from spinning fast enough to deliver normal fuel flow , a restricted fuel filter, or
possibly a leaky fuel pressure regulator. See Diagnose Fuel Pump for more information on how
to troubleshoot fuel delivery problems. You can also use a scan tool to diagnose fuel delivery
problems that may be causing a lean code. If fuel pressure is less than specifications, there is
probably a problem in the fuel pump or fuel pump wiring circuit. Next, look at the fuel trim
values while the engine is running. At idle, the fuel trim may be normal to slightly positive. If
your engine has a fuel delivery problem, the fuel trim values will become more positive as
engine speed and load increase. No change in fuel trim values would tell you the engine is
getting enough fuel and that low fuel volume is NOT the cause of your lean code. Dirty fuel
injectors can have the same effect as a weak fuel pump. The effect on fuel trim would be the
same as a weak fuel pump - close to normal at idle but going more positive indicating a lean fuel
mixture as engine speed and load increase. The fix for dirty fuel injectors is to clean the
injectors. Fuel tank additives can be slow or ineffective if the injectors are really dirty, so it may
be necessary to have the injector professionally cleaned. These sensors have a very high failure
rate once a vehicle has more than about 60, miles on the odometer or is more than five or six
years old. The original equipment sensor has an rectangular aluminum housing about three
inches long. A dirty MAF sensor can set a lean code. Cleaning or replacing the sensor should
make the code go away. Vacuum leaks can occur anywhere in the intake plumbing downstream
of the throttle body throttle body gasket, intake manifold gaskets or vacuum hose connections
to the intake manifold You can use a scan tool to diagnose a vacuum leak. Although you can
apply this info to any Ford vehicle with a V6 or V8, this info concentrates on the Ford 4. TIP 1:
You'll need a scan tool that has Live Data capability to take advantage of my tips and
suggestions in this article. Now, having said that, I've geared this article towards the person
that owns a generic scan tool with Live Data capability Don't have a scan tool? Need a scan
tool? You don't need to have a professional technician level scan tool the scan tool in my
photos is just a generic scan tool with Live Data. TIP 2: Some of my testing suggestions involve
tests with the engine running, this means you've got to be on your toes and alert. Think safety
all of the time. The very first thing you need to know, about these two diagnostic trouble code
DTC , is that they do not accuse anything specific as being bad. In other words, they are only
describing a condition in which the computer is seeing an unmetered amount of air entering the
engine, that no matter how much fuel it dumps into the engine , it can not compensate for it.
This unmetered air entering the engine is usually due to a very large vacuum leak but not
always and this is what complicates things a bit. Several things can fool the PCM into thinking
there is a vacuum leak, like a failing oxygen sensor or even a very dirty MAF sensor. And so, the
bottom line is that several different things and conditions can cause these diagnostic trouble
code to pop up and light up the check engine light CEL on your Ford pick up or SUV. In this
article, I'm gonna' explore several of the things and conditions that cause a lean condition. More
importantly, I'll offer you a diagnostic strategy that will help you to troubleshoot the issue. You
may be wondering where Bank 1 and Bank 2 are located on your Ford 4. Bank 1 is the engine
bank that holds the spark plugs for cylinders 1, 2, 3, and 4. This bank is the one on the
passenger side of the engine see the illustration in the image viewer. Bank 2 is the one having
the issue. This bank is the one on the driver side of the engine see the illustration in the image
viewer. As an Amazon Associate, I may earn a small commission from qualifying purchases
from the Amazon product links from this website. Your purchase helps support my work in
bringing you real diagnostic testing information to help you solve the problem! Troubleshooting
P And P Ford 4. Page 1 Page 2 Page 3 Page 4. Contents of this tutorial:. All Articles: 4. Applies
To:. Ford Vehicles:. Do NOT follow this link or you will be banned from the site! Bank 2 has too
much air or not enough fuel. Combustion engines run most efficiently when they maintain an
air-fuel mixture ratio of When there are more than The lean condition can be caused by a
vacuum leak, which introduces more air into the air-fuel mixture, or by a weak fuel system,

which does not input enough fuel into the air-fuel mixture. To keep the engine running properly,
the powertrain control module PCM tries to compensate for the lean condition by injecting more
fuel to the mixture in an effort to maintain the proper When these adjustments become too
large, code P is triggered. It is okay to drive a vehicle with P for a short period of time, but
driving with this code for an extended period of time can overheat the engine and cause internal
engine damage. It is important to complete the entire diagnostic process when diagnosing P
Reading and analyzing fuel trims and the freeze frame data is the key to properly diagnosing P
For error code P, one or more of the below repairs may be needed to solve the underlying issue.
For each possible repair, the estimated cost of repair includes the cost of the relevant parts and
the cost of labor required to make the repair. Thanks to all at FIXD. If it returns, then go after
your fuel pump. Inline fuel filters that get old can clog over time, restricting flow to the engine. I
just wanted to say thank you for creating this wonderful item. I took my car to shop over a year
ago and they told me I need a new intake manifold and it would be over dollars to fix it. I bought
FIXD and plugged it in. It said to check the vacuum lines, fuel filter and mass flow air sensor. I
did what the advice of the app said to do and I fixed my problems for less than bucks. Just
wanted to say thank you. I keep getting code p only when car is warmed up and getting on the
freeway! I reset the code it drives awhile no problem, then go get on freeway and it sets again.
Toyota Camry Ok what if im gettin a p and a p for both bank 1 and bank 2 runnin lean. Wich
direction should i go first fuel or air. I am having the same problem. Getting both codes tells me
it is not the O2 sensors. I have inspected most vacuum lines and they appear in good condition.
I have also used fuel injector cleaner and cleaned the Mass Air Flow sensor. My next step is to
replace the fuel filter and air filter â€” much cheaper than the fuel pump. When was the last time
you replaced your fuel filter? Yes No The P OBD-II error code is not manufacturer-specific, but
rather a generic code that applies to various makes and models. A lean condition is brought
about by an imbalance in the air to fuel ratio due to either insufficient fuel from, say, a weak fuel
system or excessive air entering the engine. The bank 2 portion indicates that the problem is
concentrated on the side of the engine opposite the 1 cylinder. The error codes for these
conditions are P and P The former is triggered when a lean condition occurs in cylinder bank 1,
while P appears when it occurs in cylinder bank 2. Even though the powertrain control module
PCM is built to be able to bring a lean bank 2 condition back to normal, it can only do so up to a
certain extent, thus the P code may be needed to alert the user to resolve this issue. Ideally, the
ai to fuel ratio burned by the engine is In order to alleviate the imbalance in the air to fuel ratio,
the PCM works in conjunction with the oxygen sensors or O2 sensors to gauge the amount of
oxygen in the exhaust. It then regulates the air to fuel mixture by adding or reducing the amount
of fuel as needed. When a fault code P is detected in your ride, it means that the PCM can no
longer perform the necessary air to fuel adjustments. This could lead to poor engine
performance and increased emissions. Some of these symptoms are more noticeable at lower
speeds and RPMs. If you find your ride exhibiting any of the symptoms above, have it
diagnosed immediately by a professional. You may also conduct the diagnostic procedures
yourself. There are numerous potential causes for the System Too Lean Bank 2 issue, from an
activated check engine light to lack of power. As such, diagnosis can be difficult. A mechanic
would be able to determine problems not only in the bank 2 but also in other components in the
fuel system. Because code P has so many potential causes, professional mechanics will
typically consult a repair database before performing any diagnostics. After that, they will
usually use advanced equipment to troubleshoot the problem. For example, they may use a
scan tool to view live data or a smoke machine to pinpoint vacuum leaks. They may also check
fuel pressure with a gauge or test individual sensors with a multimeter or oscilloscope. The first
thing you need to do is identify the root cause of the problem accurately, and look for parts that
are contributing to the issue before doing any repairs. In many cases, replacing faulty parts is
your best option. Some people immediately replace their oxygen sensor or positive crankcase
ventilation PCV valve upon getting poor readings when the problem was actually a vacuum leak
or dirty MAF sensor. Always remember that all vehicles are different. Consult the factory repair
information for your application to safely and properly fix the error code. Consider getting a
service repair manual, such as Chilton or an ALLDATA subscription, to access the factory
repair information and service instructions you need. Search for confirmed fixes for your
vehicle. You may also talk to your mechanic for expert advice. The cost of resolving this fault
code varies depending on what triggered the issue. Some problems can be addressed with a
repair service, a part replacement, or a combination of both. Below are some of the parts that
you may need to replace if your system logged a fuel system too lean issue in the cylinder bank
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nges. Note that these figures do not include labor costs. A poorly running engine due to a lean
fuel mixture can fail if left untreated. A small, inexpensive problem could worsen and make your
ride undrivable. Instead of shrugging it off, remember that a P is a serious issue that demands
your attention. The consequences of ignoring this trouble code include reduced fuel economy,
weak performance, poor ride qualityâ€”and even engine damage. Keep these in mind when
dealing with other fault codes as well. Written by CarParts. Reading Time: 5 minutes Contents
hide. What Does Code P Mean? What Causes the P Code? What are the Common Symptoms of
the P Code? How to Diagnose the P Code. How to Fix the P Code. Estimated Repair Cost. Other
Notes About P Click a star to rate this article. February 22, Ford Escape Reliability and Common
Problems. Nissan Maxima Reliability and Common Problems. Ford Slashes Price for Base
Expedition. Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Accessibility Statement.

